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Abstract
The reason I was able to dodge and overcome various attacks in the past and counter bluffs made against me
today are because I encountered Kant’s work. When I say bluff, I am referring to the tricks played by TV and
newspapers. In other words, it is they observing our reactions. Electric waves make it possible to launch
nationwide conspiracies like this. When I say this, many might think that I am mentally ill, but first, please read
this article first. Then you will understand how I reached this conclusion utilizing Kant’s work, mostly critique of
pure reasoning. You will see how I control such emotion-based bluffs using reasoning set forth by Kant.
Furthermore, from my experience of finding this truth, you will be convinced about the dangers of a society based
on social networks.
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Introduction
In summary, the conspiracy using this electronic society is to fill the society with electrons. For this purpose, dust
and fungus, which are obstacles for electrons, are removed. You will understand it when you see commercials for
cleanliness that are aired on TV. The purpose is to steal the thoughts of people using mobiles and smart phones.
This is how it goes.
First, vibrate a mobile phone and LCD screen of a smart phone (i.e. switch them on) and generate ultrasonic. The
intermediate for the ultrasonic is steam or moisture contained in trees. The reason why the moisture is important is
that 90 per cent of human’s brain consists of water. This is why the commercials promote protection of skin by
moisture. Although the sun emits ultrasound wave also, no individuals can be identified with that. Mobiles and
smart phones are used for this purpose. Hearing ability and Brain Fingerprinting P300 (This is a type of brain
wave) are the ways how to identify individuals. This is the application of dog whistle. In other words, individuals’
hearing ability and brain fingerprinting p 300 (Both parties are interconnected and can be measured) are measured
by mobiles and smart phones. The hearing ability and the brain fingerprinting p 300 differ according to the
individual, just like fingerprints. At the same time, the electricity current containing electrons from mobiles and
smart phones are poured into the brain of each individual through their ear. For this purpose, eyes (commercials
for drinks that keeps humans awake, contact lenses and glasses are aired for this purpose) and teeth (gourmet and
music programs, comedy shows, and commercials are aired on TV in Japan because of this. The purpose is to
make the audience keep opening their mouth and expose their teeth, in addition to the occasions where they use
mobiles. The purpose is by no means to tie up with the sponsors to reduce the cost of TV stations) are ideal. The
reason is that electrons cannot penetrate the fat contained in the organs such as eyelids and lips. This is why the
commercials for diet exist.
Then, the electrons in the brain of each individual, which are generated every time the individual thinks about
something using the electricity which was poured in, are pushed out through their hair. Hair consists of iron,
which is highly compatible with electron (Incidentally, commercials promoting the foods that contain lots of iron
and commercials for hair wash exist for this purpose). Electrons of each individual are captured by two-way
digital terrestrial wave through their hair and then are collected in the super computer to be converted to texts.
Lastly, another thing that is needed is power sources in public places, in other words, electric fields. This is LED
(In each household, this means the electromagnetic wave emitted by the home electric appliances that have clock
functions to show time on LCD screen). What I have mentioned up to this point is the matters relating to thoughts.
The ultimate purpose of this conspiracy is the “plan to make humans livestock.” It may sound abrupt, but this
idea has been already published in some magazines as rumor. The keywords are group, team, and member.
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Singers that appear on TV, members in the news show, and sport teams – they all consists of a large number of
people. This is a plot for the future plan to make humans form a group like herbivorous animals. To summarize
the purpose of the plan, it will be like this. “Just keep working, I will feed you enough. All you have to do it to
keep fit physically. If you think of anything, it belongs to us.”
This is evidenced by cheep foods, priority on economy, decline of culture that has been nurtured in Japan and cult
of muscles.(The reason why I mentioned the US here is that the conspiracy crosses over Japan and the US.( This
matter affects not only both Japan and the US but people all over the world.)Although the purpose of the H2-type
satellite developed jointly by Japan and the US are said to be water resource investigation, I think this actually is a
part of conspiracy.)
If the situation gets worse, the brain and the entire body are filled with electrons, water and iron, and then the
hearing ability is measured. The humans that are forced to stop thinking are manipulated unconsciously like a
robot by secret orders through mobiles and smart phones according to their hearing ability. To add to this point,
smoking suppresses the functions of electricity in the brain, from which electronics in the brain generate. That is
why non-smoking is recommended.
Some people may think this is imaginative story. However, this is the fact that was discovered in the sad history
of our family, which was the subject for experiment and my shocking experience. This is a long story so I will not
tell about it here. I cannot write a long sentence, as I am still under the supervision of evil people now. I cannot do
blind touch on my personal computer and use only one finger. If I write by hand, I have to use pencils that contain
iron or ballpoint pens that contain lead and therefore there is the possibility of my writings being discovered. The
summer is approaching but I cannot use an air conditioner as it emits the electromagnetic wave, and I cannot open
the curtains nor windows as I should not be exposed to the sun. You may think I can go out and write in the
library or somewhere, but it is impossible because I cannot shut out the electromagnetic waves or sunlight as I
said before. This essay was written on PC for which liquid crystal was removed from the LCD screen. With that
said I have no intention of denying social network, digital terrestrial wave or LED lights. However, if there is any
concern that they may be used for wrong purposes, I would, by all means, like the readers who are cleverer than I
am and have righteous anger against evil to prevent the attempts of evil people that I identified based on my
experience. I can figure out who the evil people are, so I will not grudge cooperation with the actions to exclude
the evil people.
Lastly, let me tell you the hardship I experienced in writing this short essay. As mentioned above, I constrained
my activities significantly to avoid electromagnetic waves, ultrasonic waves and electric field emitted from home
electric appliances. I not only turned off the circuit breaker of the power source that provides electricity to my
room, but also avoided the electric and magnetic fields that are emitted by my neighboring households’ ordinary
lives (above, below, or next to my room in the condominium) and generated in my room where no electricity is
used, by writing this essay late at night where not much electricity is used by each household. I hereby finish my
essay by saying that this was written in the darkness with the light of candle, in the space where all electric lights
are turned off.
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